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Reminder of Agreements taken in
WorldZaf Uruguay 2018

1 – It was approved to encourage in all the tables of the world the use of the combat name,
aka, nick name, alias, dit, for each Brother, which must be adopted from the moment a role
Nr. /flag when being hooked as Brother. The foregoing does not prevent those Brothers, old
or new, who have not yet adopted a nickname, from choosing one appropriate to their
personality or preference and adopting it as soon as possible so that we use it for the next
World Zafarrancho. Do not forget that our Brotherhood is to play pirates and we must play
this game seriously. As we are men of the sea, it is generally customary to look for names
that we find in the sea, fish, animals, plants, names of pirates, etc. The name SHOULD NOT
be repeated with that of another Brother within the Brotherhood, so they should always
have a Roster of their Brotherhood to verify. It happens very often that a brother likes a
name that already exists, what he should do then is give it a surname and not I, II, III, IV etc.
(eg gray shark, tiger shark, hammerhead shark, sad shark, happy shark, etc)
2 – It was also approved, in order to know the number of Brothers in the world and their
rotation, that all the Brotherhoods should send to the Secoin a list of their ships/tables with
the total number of the crew that compose it, by the 30th of June and December 30 of each
year. These lists must be sent before July 30 and before January 30 of each year. I will
appreciate your concern so that only by December 30 of this year 2022 you send me the
aforementioned lists of the existing Brothers up to that date, so we will have fresh and
credible information from our world Brotherhood of how many, who we are and where we
are. These lists must be in my possession before January 15, 2023 in order to process them
properly as desired.
3 - Considering the lack of communication and in others very little, it was approved to
transfer to List C the Brotherhoods of South Africa, Angola, Brazil, Spain and Hungary.
Today, after 4 years we have not had any contact with these Brotherhoods, so the interest
in integrating our Brotherhood has been nil, considering this I have transferred these
Brotherhoods to list D (Missing Brotherhoods).
4 - In order to ensure a good participation of the Tables in The Tortuga Post newsletter, it
was approved that all Brotherhoods or International Tables must send their publications to
the TTP at least once (1) a year.
Four TTP a year means 6 Brotherhoods for each TTP, they will participate more by not
knowing which Brotherhoods collaborate with a certain TTP. All collaborations that arrive
will be considered.
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5 - The table of Uruguay requested the creation of a credential as a member of the table to
which a Brother belongs. Each Brotherhood should worry about its
preparation with a simple design that basically indicates the logo of
the Brotherhood, the Brother's name with his aka, the name of the
table and the Role/Flag Nr. The credential of Brother Scott Ripley is
taken as an example (the Role Number and combat name are
missing). Measurements can be 6.5 x 9.0 cm (English playing card).
There is a strong magnet on the back that detaches and is placed inside the jacket pocket.
Each Brotherhood will have a design that best suits you, the important thing is that you go
with all the indicated data.
6 - The CN of the USA Brother Cruz, suggested that the International and National
Zafarranchos be cheaper and more easily accessible to all the Brothers in the world. In order
to avoid misunderstandings and facilitate the management of those registered and paid, it
is suggested that the WZaf Organizers manage these lists directly only with the Brotherhood
interested in attending, the CN must choose the person in charge of this work that could be
the VI or Commissioner or both.
7 - Brother Vittorio Lucchese aka Jim Lakes, CN of the Brotherhood of Italy, makes us see
that the aging of the Brotherhood is a real problem and suggests creating programs in each
Brotherhood to encourage the entry of younger people.
He also suggests ENCOURAGE relations between all the Naos, through meetings by sea and
land, but also through the web.
8 - Brother "The Swede", from The Bahamas, indicates to us the imperative need for each
Brotherhood to send the Brother Editor of the TTP bulletin the complete program of
Activities for each year of his Brotherhood so that each Brother can manage your time and
resources to attend the ones that suit you best.

ASSEMBLY OF NATIONAL CAPTAINS
01. The ACN is the Supreme Authority of the Brotherhood of the Coast. She meets every
four years at the wing of the World Zafarranchos and exceptionally before other
manifestations.
02. The ACN is composed of the National Captains and in case of an impediment, by duly
accredited Emissaries. Each Captain may be assisted by a Brother of his choice, preferably
his International Watch. Only the Captains or Emissaries have the right to speak and vote
during the meetings.
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03. Each NC of the Active International Brotherhoods/Tables indicated in List A has the
right and obligation to attend each ACN.
04. The CN that does not attend may appoint a representative who will be called Emissary,
who must present a Minutes or a simple credential signed by the CN that accredits him as
such before the ACN.
05. The Emissary appointed by the CN as his representative may not be alien to his
Brotherhood or International Table, that is, he must be an Official Brother of his
Brotherhood or Captain of one of his tables.
06. Brotherhood Captains who still do not meet or no longer meet all the requirements
(section B and C of the official list) may attend the meeting as observers.
07. The ACN will be convened and chaired by the National Captain organizing the
respective World Zafarrancho on the date and month that he deems convenient.
08. The Agenda for the Day will be prepared by the President with the cooperation of
SECOIN.
09. SECOIN participates in the Assembly with voice but without vote. He will assume the
secretariat of the meeting.
10. The topics to be discussed in said Assembly will be presented by each NC to Brother
Secoin at least one month in advance. If there is nothing, the President must expose the
topics that he considers pertinent.
11. The ACN may validly deliberate with the NCs and/or Emissaries present at the
Assembly.
12. Each Brotherhood represented has only one vote.
13. The decisions will be adopted if possible by consensus, if not, by simple majority of
votes.
14. The attributions of the ACN are:
·
·
.
.

Ensure unity and respect for doctrine and tradition.
Develop the Fellowship.
Decide on the recognition or admission of new National Brotherhoods.
Take all measures in case of serious problems that engage the Brotherhood as a whole,
without interfering in inside each National Brotherhood
· Choose SECOIN for the next voyage.
(Zaf 2002_rules Portsmouth, June 2002 (Original text in French)
Montevideo, April 2018 modified (text in Spanish) Form 02-2018 WZU)02.
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